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FUSION SUBCATEGORIES OF REPRESENTATION CATEGORIES OF
TWISTED QUANTUM DOUBLES OF FINITE GROUPS
DEEPAK NAIDU, DMITRI NIKSHYCH, AND SARAH WITHERSPOON
Abstract. We describe all fusion subcategories of the representation category Rep(Dω(G))
of a twisted quantum double Dω(G), where G is a finite group and ω is a 3-cocycle on G.
In view of the fact that every group-theoretical braided fusion category can be embedded
into some Rep(Dω(G)), this gives a complete description of all group-theoretical braided
fusion categories. We describe the lattice and give formulas for some invariants of the fusion
subcategories of Rep(Dω(G)). We also give a characterization of group-theoretical braided
fusion categories as equivariantizations of pointed categories.
1. Introduction
Let G be a finite group and ω be a 3-cocycle on G. In [DPR1, DPR2] Dijkgraaf, Pasquier,
and Roche introduced a quasi-triangular quasi-Hopf algebra Dω(G). When ω = 1 this quasi-
Hopf algebra coincides with the Drinfeld double D(G) of G and so Dω(G) is often called a
twisted quantum double of G. It is well known that the representation category Rep(Dω(G))
of Dω(G) is a modular category [BK] and is braided equivalent to the center Z(VecωG) of
the tensor category VecωG of finite-dimensional G-graded vector spaces with associativity
constraint defined using ω [Mj].
The principal goal of this paper is to give a complete description of fusion subcategories of
Rep(Dω(G)) and the lattice formed by them. Our description of the lattice may shed more
light on the structure of Rep(Dω(G)). For instance, the group of braided autoequivalences
of Rep(Dω(G)) acts on this lattice, and so one can, in principle, derive some information
about this group from our description.
Our results also have consequences more generally for a group-theoretical braided fusion
category, that is a braided category C dual to VecωG for some G and ω (see Section 2.1 or [O2]).
Since C is braided, it can be realized as a fusion subcategory of Rep(Dω(G)) ∼= Z(VecωG). This
means that our description of all fusion subcategories of Rep(Dω(G)), for all finite groups
G and 3-cocycles ω, is equivalent to a description of all group-theoretical braided fusion
categories. In particular, our results give a description of all modular [BK] group-theoretical
fusion categories.
Group-theoretical fusion categories are of interest as examples of fusion categories that can
be described explicitly in terms of finite groups and their cohomology [O1]. They are also
more general than one might at first expect: All semisimple quasi-Hopf algebras of prime
power dimension have group-theoretical representation categories, a consequence of a more
general result on nilpotent fusion categories [DGNO]. For some time it was unknown whether
there are any complex semisimple Hopf algebras having non-group-theoretical representation
categories; the first known example was announced recently by the second author [Nk].
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1.1. Main results. Let G be a finite group, and k an algebraically closed field of character-
istic zero. Unless otherwise stated all cocycles appearing in this work will have coefficients
in the trivial module k×. All categories are assumed to be k-linear and semisimple with
finite-dimensional Hom-spaces and finitely many isomorphism classes of simple objects. All
functors are assumed to be additive and k-linear.
Theorem 1.1. Fusion subcategories of the representation category of the Drinfeld double
D(G) are in bijection with triples (K,H,B), where K,H are normal subgroups of G central-
izing each other and B : K ×H → k× is a G-invariant bicharacter.
Theorem 1.1 gives a simple description of all fusion subcategories for the untwisted double
D(G). Now let ω ∈ Z3(G, k×) be a 3-cocycle on G . In the twisted (ω 6= 1) case the notion
of a G-invariant bicharacter must be twisted (see Definition 5.4).
Theorem 1.2. Fusion subcategories of the representation category of the twisted double
Dω(G) are in bijection with triples (K,H,B) where K,H are normal subgroups of G cen-
tralizing each other and B : K ×H → k× is a G-invariant ω-bicharacter.
As noted earlier, the above result is equivalent to a description of all group-theoretical
braided fusion categories.
Let (K,H,B) be a triple as described in the above theorem and let S(K,H,B) denote the
corresponding fusion subcategory of Rep(Dω(G)). The next result gives a criterion for the
fusion subcategory S(K,H,B) ⊆ Rep(Dω(G)) to be nondegenerate or prime. Recall [M1]
that a nondegenerate braided fusion category is called prime if it has no proper nontrivial
nondegenerate subcategories.
Theorem 1.3. (i) The fusion subcategory S(K,H,B) ⊆ Rep(Dω(G)) is nondegenerate
if and only if HK = G and the symmetric bicharacter BBop|(K∩H)×(K∩H) is nonde-
generate.
(ii) Rep(Dω(G)) is prime if and only if there is no triple (K,H,B), where K and H
are proper normal subgroups of G that centralize each other, HK = G, and B is a
G-invariant ω-bicharacter on K ×H such that BBop|(K∩H)×(K∩H) is nondegenerate.
We note that, in our situation, being nondegenerate is equivalent to being modular (see
Section 2.3). Therefore, the above result combined with Theorem 1.2 gives a description of
all modular group-theoretical fusion categories.
1.2. Organization of the paper. Section 2 contains necessary preliminary information
about fusion categories and module categories. We also recall definitions and results from
[M1, DGNO] concerning centralizers in braided fusion categories.
Section 3 (respectively, Section 5) is devoted to a description of fusion subcategories of
the representation category of the Drinfeld double (respectively, twisted double) of a finite
group. We chose to treat the untwisted and twisted cases separately because the twisted case
involves rather technical cohomological computations which may obscure the main results.
We note that when ω = 1 the results of Section 5 reduce to those of Section 3.
Sections 3, 5, and 6 contain proofs of some of our main results stated above. Theorems 1.1,
1.2 and Theorem 1.3 correspond to Theorems 3.12, 5.11, and Theorem 6.7, respectively.
Section 4 (respectively, Section 6) is devoted to a description of the lattice and some
invariants of fusion subcategories of the representation category of the Drinfeld double (re-
spectively, twisted double) of a finite group.
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In Section 7 we prove that a braided fusion category is group-theoretical if and only if it
is equivalent to an equivariantization of a pointed fusion category with respect to an action
of a group G.
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2. Preliminaries
2.1. Group-theoretical fusion categories. A fusion category over k is a k-linear semisim-
ple rigid tensor category with finitely many isomorphism classes of simple objects and finite
dimensional Hom-spaces such that the neutral object is simple [ENO].
A fusion category is said to be pointed if all its simple objects are invertible. A typical
example of a pointed category is VecωG, the category of finite dimensional vector spaces over
k graded by the finite group G. The morphisms in this category are linear transformations
that respect the grading and the associativity constraint is given by the normalized 3-cocycle
ω on G.
Consider the fusion category VecωG. Let H be a subgroup of G such that ω|H×H×H is
cohomologically trivial. Let ψ be a 2-cochain in C2(H, k×) satisfying ω|H×H×H = δ
2ψ.
The twisted group algebra kψ[H ] is an associative unital algebra in VecωG. Define C =
C(G, ω, H, ψ) to be the category of kψ[H ]-bimodules in VecωG. Then C is a fusion category
with tensor product ⊗kψ [H] and unit object k
ψ[H ]. Categories of the form C(G, ω, H, ψ)
are known as group-theoretical [ENO, Defn. 8.40], [O2]. It is known that a fusion category
C is group-theoretical if and only if it is dual to a pointed category with respect to an
indecomposable module category. (See [O1] and [M3] for notions of module category and
duality.)
2.2. Adjoint categories and central series of fusion categories. The following defini-
tions were introduced in [GN, ENO].
Let C be a fusion category. The adjoint category Cad of C is the full fusion subcategory of
C generated by all subobjects of X ⊗ X∗, where X runs through simple objects of C. For
example, let G be a finite group and let C = Rep(G) be the representation category of G.
Then Cad = Rep(G/Z(G)), where Z(G) is the center of G.
Let C(0) = C, C(1) = Cad, and C
(n) = (C(n−1))ad for every integer n ≥ 1.
The non-increasing sequence of fusion subcategories of C
C = C(0) ⊇ C(1) ⊇ · · · ⊇ C(n) ⊇ · · ·
is called the upper central series of C. This definition generalizes the classical one, as we
show next: Let G be a finite group with identity element e, and C = Rep(G). Let
{e} = C0(G) ⊆ C1(G) ⊆ · · · ⊆ Cn(G) ⊆ · · ·
be the upper central series of G; i.e., C0(G) := {e}, C1(G) := Z(G) (the center of G) and
for n ≥ 1 the subgroup Cn(G) is defined by Cn(G)/Cn−1(G) = Z(G/Cn−1(G)). Then
C(n) = Rep(G/Cn(G)).
Let C be a fusion category such that its Grothendieck ring K0(C) is commutative (e.g., C
is braided). Let D be a fusion subcategory of C. The commutator Dco of D is defined to be
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the fusion subcategory of C generated by all simple objects Y of C such that Y ⊗ Y ∗ ∈ D.
An example: Let G be a finite group and let C = Rep(G). Any fusion subcategory of C is of
the form Rep(G/N) for some normal subgroup N of G. The simple objects of the category
Rep(G/N)co are irreducible representations Y of G for which Y ⊗ Y ∗ restricts to the trivial
representation of N .
Let C(0) = Vec, C(1) = Cpt (the maximal pointed subcategory of C) and C(n) = (C(n−1))
co
for every integer n ≥ 1. The non-decreasing sequence of fusion subcategories of C
(1) Vec = C(0) ⊆ C(1) ⊆ · · · ⊆ C(n) ⊆ · · ·
is called the lower central series of C. This definition generalizes the classical one: Let G be
a finite group and C = Rep(G). Let
G = C0(G) ⊇ C1(G) ⊇ · · · ⊇ Cn(G) ⊇ · · ·
be the lower central series of G; i.e., Cn(G) = [G,Cn−1(G)] for all n ≥ 1. Then C(n) =
Rep(G/Cn(G)).
2.3. Centralizers in braided fusion categories. Let C be a premodular category (i.e.,
a braided ribbon fusion category) with braiding c and twist θ (see [BK]). By the S-matrix
of C we mean a square matrix S := (S(X, Y )) whose columns and rows are labeled by
simple objects of C and the entry S(X, Y ) is the (quantum) trace (defined using c and θ) of
cY,XcX,Y : X ⊗ Y → X ⊗ Y .
Following Mu¨ger, we will say that two objects X, Y ∈ C centralize each other if
cY,X ◦ cX,Y = idX⊗Y .
Assuming that categorical dimensions in C are positive, simple objects X and Y in C
centralize each other if and only if S(X, Y ) = d(X)d(Y ) [M1, Prop. 2.5]. All categories
considered in this work have positive categorical dimensions.
Let D be a full (not necessarily tensor) subcategory of C. In [M1], Mu¨ger introduced the
notion of the centralizer of D in C as the fusion subcategory
D′ := {X ∈ C | c(Y, X) ◦ c(X, Y ) = idX⊗Y , for all Y ∈ D} .
We define the Mu¨ger center of C, denoted Z2(C), to be the full fusion subcategory C
′. The
category C is said to be nondegenerate if Z2(C) = Vec (the fusion subcategory generated by
the unit object). Such a category C is called prime if it has no non-trivial proper nonde-
generate subcategories. It was shown in [M1] that a nondegenerate braided fusion category
factorizes (in general, non uniquely) into a product of prime ones.
Note that the corresponding S-matrix S of C is invertible, i.e., C is modular, if and only
if C is nondegenerate.
It is also known [M1] that if D is a fusion subcategory of a modular category C then
D′′ = D and
(2) dim(D) · dim(D′) = dim(C).
Lemma 2.1. Let A and B be full Abelian subcategories of C (a priori not assumed to be closed
under tensor product or taking duals) centralizing each other and dim(A) ·dim(B) = dim(C).
Then A and B are fusion subcategories and A′ = B.
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Proof. Let A˜ denote the fusion subcategory generated by A. Note that B centralizes A˜, i.e.,
B ⊆ (A˜)′. We have
dim(C) = dim(A˜) · dim((A˜)′) ≥ dim(A) · dim(B) = dim(C).
Hence, the inequality above is an equality, so A and B are fusion subcategories and A′ =
B.
3. Fusion subcategories of the quantum double of a finite group
3.1. The quantum double of a finite group. Let G be a finite group. For any g ∈ G,
let Kg denote the conjugacy class of G containing g. Let R denote a complete set of repre-
sentatives of conjugacy classes of G. Let C denote the representation category Rep(D(G))
of the Drinfeld double of the group G:
C := Rep(D(G)).
Remark 3.1. (i) It is well known that C is equivalent, as a braided fusion category,
to the category of G-equivariant vector bundles on G, where G acts on itself by
conjugation.
(ii) The category C contains the category Rep(G) of representations of G as a fusion
subcategory. Namely, Rep(G) is identified with the category of G-equivariant bundles
supported on the identity element of G.
The set of isomorphism classes of simple objects of C is identified with the following set:
(3) Γ := {(a, χ) | a ∈ R and χ is an irreducible character of CG(a)}.
The categorical dimension of the simple object (a, χ) is
(4) d(a, χ) = |Ka| degχ =
|G|
|CG(a)|
degχ.
It is well known that C is a modular category [AC1]. Its S-matrix S and twist θ are given
by the following formulas :
S((a, χ), (b, χ′)) =
|G|
|CG(a)||CG(b)|
∑
g∈G(a, b)
χ(gbg−1)χ′(g−1ag),
θ(a, χ) =
χ(a)
degχ
,
for all (a, χ), (b, χ′) ∈ Γ, where G(a, b) = {g ∈ G | agbg−1 = gbg−1a} and χ denotes the
character conjugate to χ. For more details we refer the reader to [BK].
Note that the categorical dimensions (4) of objects of C are defined using the braiding on
C and the above twist θ.
Remark 3.2. It is known that the entries of the S-matrix lie in a cyclotomic field. Also,
the values of characters of a finite group are sums of roots of unity. So we may assume that
all scalars appearing herein are complex numbers; in particular, complex conjugation and
absolute values make sense.
The following lemma was proved in [NN, Lemma 3.1].
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Lemma 3.3. Two objects (a, χ), (b, χ′) ∈ Γ centralize each other if and only if the following
conditions hold:
(i) The conjugacy classes Ka, Kb commute element-wise,
(ii) χ(gbg−1)χ′(g−1ag) = deg χ degχ′, for all g ∈ G.
We generalize this result in the next lemma.
Lemma 3.4. For any two objects (a, χ), (b, χ′) ∈ Γ, |S((a, χ), (b, χ′))| = d(a, χ) d(b, χ′) if
and only if the following conditions hold:
(i) The conjugacy classes Ka, Kb commute element-wise,
(ii) |χ(gbg−1)| = degχ, |χ′(g−1ag)| = degχ′, and χ(gbg−1)χ′(g−1ag) = χ(b)χ′(a), for all
g ∈ G.
Proof. The condition |S((a, χ), (b, χ′))| = d(a, χ) d(b, χ′) is equivalent to the condition
(5)
∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
g∈G(a, b)
χ(gbg−1)χ′(g−1ag)
∣∣∣∣∣∣ = |G| degχ degχ′,
where G(a, b) = {g ∈ G | agbg−1 = gbg−1a}. It is clear that if the two conditions in the
statement of the lemma hold, then (5) holds.
Now suppose that (5) holds. We will show that this implies the two conditions in the
statement of the lemma. We have
|G| degχ degχ′ =
∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
g∈G(a, b)
χ(gbg−1)χ′(g−1ag)
∣∣∣∣∣∣
≤
∑
g∈G(a, b)
|χ(gbg−1)| |χ′(g−1ag)|
≤ |G| degχ degχ′.
So
∑
g∈G(a, b) |χ(gbg
−1)| |χ′(g−1ag)| = |G| degχ degχ′. Since
|G(a, b)| ≤ |G|, |χ(gbg−1)| ≤ degχ, and |χ′(g−1ag)| ≤ deg χ′,
we must have G(a, b) = G, |χ(gbg−1)| = degχ, and |χ′(g−1ag)| = degχ′. The equal-
ity G(a, b) = G implies that the conjugacy classes Ka, Kb commute element-wise. Since
|χ(gbg−1)| = deg χ and |χ′(g−1ag)| = deg χ′, there exist roots of unity αg and βg such that
χ(gbg−1) = αg deg χ and χ
′(g−1ag) = βg degχ
′, for all g ∈ G. Substitute in (5) to obtain
the equation
(6)
∣∣∣∣∣
∑
g∈G
αgβg
∣∣∣∣∣ = |G|.
Note that (6) holds if and only if αgβg = αeβe, for all g ∈ G. This is equivalent to saying
that χ(gbg−1)χ′(g−1ag) = χ(b)χ′(a), for all g ∈ G, and the lemma is proved.
Note 3.5. The following special cases of Lemma 3.4 will be used later.
(i) |S((e, χ), (b, χ′))| = d(e, χ) d(b, χ′) if and only if χ|[G,b] = deg χ, where
[G, b] = 〈gbg−1b−1 | g ∈ G〉.
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(ii) |S((a, 1), (b, χ′))| = d(a, 1) d(b, χ′) if and only if the conjugacy classes Ka, Kb commute
element-wise and χ′|[G,a] = degχ
′.
3.2. Canonical data determined by a fusion subcategory of Rep(D(G)). Let D be a
fusion subcategory of C. There are two canonical normal subgroups of G determined by D.
First, let
(7) KD := {gag
−1 | g ∈ G and (a, χ) ∈ D ∩ Γ for some χ}
be the support of D. That is, KD is a minimal subgroup of G with the property that every
vector bundle in D is supported on KD.
Second, let HD be the normal subgroup of G such that D ∩ Rep(G) = Rep(G/HD).
Equivalently,
(8) HD :=
⋂
χ:(e, χ)∈D
Ker(χ),
where Ker(χ) = {g ∈ G | χ(g) = deg χ} is the kernel of the character χ.
Proposition 3.6. Let D be a fusion subcategory of C. Then HD′ = KD, KD′ = HD, and the
subgroups KD and HD centralize each other.
Proof. Consider a simple object (e, χ) of Rep(G). By Lemma 3.3 it centralizes D if and only
if χ(a) = degχ for all a ∈ KD. Thus, D
′∩Rep(G) = Rep(G/KD), which is the first equality.
The second equality follows by replacing D with D′ and using Mu¨ger’s double centralizer
theorem (D′′ = D) [M1]. By Lemma 3.3, KD and KD′ centralize each other.
Lemma 3.7. Let E be a fusion subcategory of Rep(D(G)) and let (a, χ) ∈ E ∩ Γ. Suppose
χ′ is an irreducible character of CG(a) such that
χ′|K
E′
deg χ′
=
χ|K
E′
degχ
, where KE ′ is the support of
E ′. Then (a, χ′) ∈ E .
Proof. Let us show that (a, χ′) centralizes E ′. Pick any (b, χ′′) ∈ E ′ ∩ Γ. To see that (a, χ′)
and (b, χ′′) centralize each other we only need to check that Condition (ii) of Lemma 3.3 is
satisfied. We have
χ′(gbg−1)
deg χ′
χ′′(g−1ag)
degχ′′
=
χ(gbg−1)
degχ
χ′′(g−1ag)
degχ′′
= 1,
for all g ∈ G. The first equality above is due to the equality
χ′|K
E′
deg χ′
=
χ|K
E′
deg χ
, while the second
equality is due to the fact that (a, χ′) and (b, χ′′) centralize each other. Therefore, (a, χ′)
centralizes E ′, i.e., (a, χ′) ∈ E ′′ = E and the lemma is proved.
Let us define a pairing
BD : KD ×HD = KD ×KD′ → k
×,
as follows. Let (a, χ) ∈ D ∩ Γ, and
(9) BD(g
−1ag, h) :=
χ(ghg−1)
deg χ
,
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for all g ∈ G, h ∈ HD. Let (b, χ
′) ∈ D′ ∩ Γ, so that (b, χ′) centralizes (a, χ). Then
(10)
χ(gbg−1)
degχ
=
(
χ′(g−1ag)
degχ′
)−1
for all g ∈ G. The equation (10) shows that the pairing does not depend on the choice of χ.
By its definition, BD is G-invariant. Also note that
BD(kk
′, h) = BD(k, h)BD(k
′, h) and BD(k, hh
′) = BD(k, h)BD(k, h
′)
for all k, k′ ∈ KD and h, h
′ ∈ HD = KD′; the latter equality is immediate from the definition
of BD, while the former follows from equation (10) which gives an alternative definition of
BD.
Thus, to every fusion subcategory D ⊆ C we associate a canonical triple (KD, HD, BD),
whereKD andHD are normal subgroups ofG centralizing each other andBD : KD×HD → k
×
is a G-invariant bicharacter.
3.3. Construction of a fusion subcategory of Rep(D(G)). Suppose we have two normal
subgroups K and H of G that centralize each other, and a G-invariant bicharacter B :
K ×H → k×. Define
S(K,H,B) := full Abelian subcategory of C generated by{
(a, χ) ∈ Γ
a ∈ K ∩R and χ is an irreducible character of CG(a)
such that χ(h) = B(a, h) degχ, for all h ∈ H
}
.
(11)
Remark 3.8. (i) As we mentioned in Remark 3.1, Rep(D(G)) is identified with the
category of G-equivariant bundles on G. The above subcategory S(K,H,B) is iden-
tified with the subcategory of bundles supported on K whose G-equivariant structure
restricts to H as follows: The action of h ∈ H on the fiber corresponding to a ∈ K
is the scalar multiplication by B(a, h). That K is indeed the support of S(K,H,B)
follows from the next lemma.
(ii) Note that S(G, {e}, 1) = Rep(D(G)), while S({e}, G, 1) is the trivial fusion subcat-
egory of Rep(D(G)).
The following lemma was proved in [NN, Lemma 3.2].
Lemma 3.9. Let E be a normal subgroup of a finite group F . Let Irr(F ) denote the set of
irreducible characters of F . Let ρ be an F -invariant character of E of degree 1. Then∑
χ∈Irr(F ):χ|E=(deg χ) ρ
(deg χ)2 = [F : E].
Recall that by the dimension of a full Abelian subcategory of C we mean the sum of squares
of dimensions of its simple objects.
Lemma 3.10. The dimension of the subcategory S(K, H, B) is |K|[G : H ].
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Proof. We compute
dim(S(K,H,B)) =
∑
(a,χ)∈S(K,H,B)∩Γ
dim((a, χ))2
=
∑
a∈K∩R
|Ka|
2
∑
χ:(a, χ)∈S(K,H,B)∩Γ
(deg χ)2
=
∑
a∈K∩R
|Ka|
2[CG(a) : H ] = |K|[G : H ],
where the third equality above is explained as follows. Fix a ∈ K ∩ R and observe that
B(a, ·) is a CG(a)-invariant character of H of degree 1 and then apply Lemma 3.9.
Given a bicharacter B : K × H → k× let us define Bop : H × K → k× by Bop(h, k) =
B(k, h) for all k ∈ K, h ∈ H .
Lemma 3.11. S(K,H,B) is a fusion subcategory of C and S(K,H,B)′ = S(H,K, (Bop)−1).
Proof. First, we show that the full Abelian subcategories S(K,H,B),S(H,K, (Bop)−1) ⊆ C
centralize each other. Let (a, χ) ∈ S(K,H,B) and (b, χ′) ∈ S(H,K, (Bop)−1). Since K and
H centralize each other, in order to show that (a, χ) and (b, χ′) centralize each other, it only
remains to check that condition (ii) of Lemma 3.3 holds. We have
χ(gbg−1)
deg χ
χ′(g−1ag)
deg χ′
= B(a, gbg−1)(Bop)−1(b, g−1ag) = B(a, gbg−1)B(g−1ag, b)−1 = 1,
for all g ∈ G. The first equality above is by definition of S(K,H,B) and S(H,K, (Bop)−1),
while the last equality is due to G-invariance of B. Therefore, condition (ii) of Lemma 3.3
holds and it follows that S(K,H,B) and S(H,K, (Bop)−1) centralize each other.
By Lemma 3.10, dim(S(K,H,B)) · dim (S(H,K, (Bop)−1) = |K|[G : H ] · |H|[G : K] =
|G|2 = dim(C). Since S(K,H,B) and S(H,K, (Bop)−1) centralize each other it follows from
Lemma 2.1 that S(K,H,B) is a fusion subcategory and S(K,H,B)′ = S(H,K, (Bop)−1).
Theorem 3.12. The assignments D 7→ (KD, HD, BD) and (K,H,B) 7→ S(K,H,B) are
inverses of each other. Thus, there is a bijection between the set of fusion subcategories of
C and triples (K,H,B), where K,H ⊆ G are normal subgroups of G centralizing each other
and B : K ×H → k× is a G-invariant bicharacter.
Proof. First, we show that (KS(K,H,B), HS(K,H,B), BS(K,H,B)) = (K,H,B). As mentioned in
Remark 3.8, it follows from Lemma 3.9 that KS(K,H,B) = K. By Lemma 3.11, HS(K,H,B) is
the support of S(K,H,B)′ and so HS(K,H,B) = H . For any a ∈ K ∩ R, h ∈ H , we have
BS(K,H,B)(a, h) =
χ(h)
deg χ
, where (a, χ) ∈ S(K,H,B) ∩ Γ. Since (a, χ) ∈ S(K,H,B), we have
χ(h) = B(a, h) degχ. Therefore, BS(K,H,B)(a, h) = B(a, h) and the G-invariance of the two
bicharacters in question imply that BS(K,H,B) = B.
Second, we show that S(KD, HD, BD) = D. Pick any (a, χ) ∈ S(KD, HD, BD). Then for
all h ∈ HD,
χ(h)
deg χ
= BD(a, h) =
χ′(h)
degχ′
,
where (a, χ′) ∈ D. Here the first equality follows from the definition of S(KD, HD, BD)
(11), while the second equality follows from the definition of BD (9). Therefore,
χ|K
D′
degχ
=
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χ′|K
D′
deg χ′
and it follows from Lemma 3.7 that (a, χ) ∈ D. So, S(KD, HD, BD) ⊆ D. Similarly,
S(KD′ , HD′, BD′) = S(HD, KD, BD′) ⊆ D
′. Using Lemma 3.10 we have
dim(C) = |G|2 = dim(S(KD, HD, BD)) · dim(S(HD, KD, BD′)) ≤ dim(D) dim(D
′) = dim(C).
Hence, dim(S(KD, HD, BD)) = dim(D) and so S(KD, HD, BD) = D.
4. Some invariants and the lattice of fusion subcategories of Rep(D(G))
4.1. The lattice. Let G be a finite group. Let K,H,K ′, and H ′ be normal subgroups
of G such that K and H centralize each other and K ′ and H ′ centralize each other. Let
B : K ×H :→ k× and B′ : K ′ ×H ′ :→ k× be G-invariant bicharacters.
Proposition 4.1. S(K,H,B) ⊆ S(K ′, H ′, B′) if and only if K ⊆ K ′, H ′ ⊆ H, and
B|K×H′ = B
′|K×H′.
Proof. The statement follows from the definitions and Remark 3.8.
Define a homomorphism
ϕB,B′ : K ∩K
′ → Ĥ ∩H ′ by a 7→ B(a, ·)|H∩H′(B
′)−1(a, ·)|H∩H′,
where Ĥ ∩H ′ denotes the group of group homomorphisms from H ∩H ′ to k×. Also, define
a G-invariant bicharacter
ψB,B′ : kerϕB,B′ ×HH
′ → k× by (a, hh′) 7→ B(a, h)B′(a, h′).
Proposition 4.2. (i) S(K,H,B) ∩ S(K ′, H ′, B′) = S(kerϕB,B′ , HH
′, ψB,B′).
(ii) S(K,H,B) ∨ S(K ′, H ′, B′) = S(KK ′, kerϕBop,(B′)op , (ψBop,(B′)op)
op).
Proof. (i) First, we show that S(K,H,B) ∩ S(K ′, H ′, B′) ⊆ S(kerϕB,B′ , HH
′, ψB,B′). Let
(a, χ) be any simple object of S(K,H,B) ∩ S(K ′, H ′, B′). By definition, a ∈ K ∩ K ′ ∩ R
and χ is an irreducible character of CG(a) such that
χ|H = B(a, ·) degχ and χ|H′ = B
′(a, ·) degχ.
It follows that B(a, ·)|H∩H′ = B
′(a, ·)|H∩H′, so that a ∈ kerϕB,B′ . Also,
χ(hh′) = B(a, h)B′(a, h′) degχ = ψB,B′(a, hh
′) degχ,
for all h ∈ H, h′ ∈ H ′. Therefore, (a, χ) ∈ S(kerϕB,B′ , HH
′, ψB,B′), so S(K,H,B) ∩
S(K ′, H ′, B′) ⊆ S(kerϕB,B′ , HH
′, ψB,B′).
Next, we show that S(kerϕB,B′ , HH
′, ψB,B′) ⊆ S(K,H,B) ∩ S(K
′, H ′, B′). Let (a, χ) be
a simple object in S(kerϕB,B′ , HH
′, ψB,B′). By definition, a ∈ kerϕB,B′ ∩ R ⊆ K ∩K
′ ∩ R
and χ is an irreducible character of CG(a) such that
χ|HH′ = ψB,B′(a, ·) degχ.
If h ∈ H , this implies
χ(h) = ψB,B′(a, h) degχ = B(a, h)B
′(a, e) degχ = B(a, h) degχ.
Similarly, if h′ ∈ H ′, then χ(h′) = B′(a, h′) degχ. By definition, (a, χ) ∈ S(K,H,B) ∩
S(K ′, H ′, B′), so S(kerϕB,B′ , HH
′, ψB,B′) ⊆ S(K,H,B)∩ S(K
′, H ′, B′) and the proposition
is proved.
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(ii) We have
S(K,H,B) ∨ S(K ′, H ′, B′) = (S(K,H,B)′ ∩ S(K ′, H ′, B′)′)
′
=
(
S(H,K, (Bop)−1) ∩ S(H ′, K ′, ((B′)op)−1)
)′
= S
(
kerϕ(Bop)−1,((B′)op)−1 , KK
′, ψ(Bop)−1,((B′)op)−1
)′
= S
(
KK ′, kerϕ(Bop)−1,((B′)op)−1 , ((ψ(Bop)−1,((B′)op)−1)
op)−1
)
= S
(
KK ′, kerϕBop,(B′)op), (ψBop,(B′)op)
op
)
.
The first equality above is due to [M1, Lemma 2.8 and Theorem 3.2(i)], the last equality
follows from a direct calculation, and the other equalities follow from either Lemma 3.11 or
part (i).
A braided tensor category C is said to be symmetric if the square of the braiding is the
identity [BK]. A fusion subcategory D of a premodular category C with positive categorical
dimensions is said to be isotropic if the twist of C restricts to the identity on D [DGNO]. By
Deligne’s theorem [D] an isotropic subcategory D ⊂ C is Tannakian, i.e., it is equivalent to
the representation category of a finite group as a symmetric fusion category. An isotropic
subcategory D ⊆ C is said to be Lagrangian if D′ = D, or equivalently (dim(D))2 = dim(C).
Recall that a bicharacter f : L×L→ k× on an abelian group L is alternating if f(x, x) = 1,
for all x ∈ L.
Proposition 4.3. The fusion subcategory S(K,H,B) ⊆ Rep(D(G)) is
(i) symmetric if and only if K ⊆ H and B(k1, k2)B(k2, k1) = 1, for all k1, k2 ∈ K,
(ii) isotropic if and only if K ⊆ H and B|K×K is alternating,
(iii) Lagrangian if and only if K = H and B is alternating.
Proof. (i) S(K,H,B) is symmetric if and only if S(K,H,B) ⊆ S(K,H,B)′. By Lemma 3.11
and Proposition 4.1, this is true if and only if K ⊆ H and B|K×K = (B
op)−1|K×K, as stated.
(ii) Suppose K ⊆ H and B|K×K is alternating. In particular, this implies B(a, a) = 1 for
all a ∈ K ∩R, so that
θ(a, χ) =
χ(a)
degχ
= B(a, a) = 1
for all (a, χ) ∈ S(K,H,B) ∩ Γ. That is, S(K,H,B) is isotropic.
Conversely, assume S(K,H,B) is isotropic, so in particular S(K,H,B) is symmetric.
Therefore, by (ii), K ⊆ H and B(k1, k2)B(k2, k1) = 1, for all k1, k2 ∈ K. It remains to show
that B(k, k) = 1, for all k ∈ K; to this end, pick any (a, χ) ∈ S(K,H,B) ∩ Γ and observe
that
B(a, a) =
χ(a)
deg χ
= θ(a, χ) = 1,
where the last equality is due to the definition of isotropic. Normality of K and G-invariance
of B together imply that B(k, k) = 1, for all k ∈ K, as desired.
(iii) This was proved in [NN].
Recall that the notions of Mu¨ger’s center Z2, nondegenerate and prime braided fusion
categories were defined in Section 2.3. Also, recall that a symmetric bicharacter f : L×L→
k× on a group L is nondegenerate if {x ∈ L | f(x, y) = 1 for all y ∈ L} = {e}.
Proposition 4.4. Z2(S(K,H,B)) = S(kerϕB,(Bop)−1 , HK, ψB,(Bop)−1).
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Proof. Using Lemma 3.11 and Proposition 4.2 (i), we have
Z2(S(K,H,B)) = S(K,H,B) ∩ S(K,H,B)
′
= S(K,H,B) ∩ S(H,K, (Bop)−1)
= S(kerϕB,(Bop)−1 , HK, ψB,(Bop)−1).
Proposition 4.5. (i) The fusion subcategory S(K,H,B) ⊆ Rep(D(G)) is nondegen-
erate if and only if HK = G and the symmetric bicharacter BBop|(K∩H)×(K∩H) is
nondegenerate.
(ii) Rep(D(G)) is prime if and only if there is no triple (K,H,B), where K and H are
normal subgroups of G that centralize each other, (G, {e}) 6= (K,H) 6= ({e}, G),
HK = G, and B is a G-invariant bicharacter on K × H such that the symmetric
bicharacter BBop|(K∩H)×(K∩H) is nondegenerate.
Proof. (i) Note that S(K,H,B) is nondegenerate if and only ifZ2(S(K,H,B)) = S({e}, G, 1),
by [M1, Corollary 2.16]. By Proposition 4.4, this is the case if and only if kerϕB,(Bop)−1 = {e},
HK = G, and ψB,(Bop)−1 = 1. The condition kerϕB,(Bop)−1 = {e} is equivalent to the condi-
tion that B(a, ·)|H∩KB
op(a, ·)|H∩K is nontrivial on H ∩K whenever a ∈ H ∩K − {e}, that
is, BBop|(K∩H)×(K∩H) is nondegenerate. The condition ψB,(Bop)−1 = 1 is automatically true
when kerϕB,(Bop)−1 = {e}.
(ii) This follows immediately from Theorem 3.12, Remark 3.8 (ii), and part (i).
Remark 4.6. Let G := Z/pnZ, where p is a prime. It was shown in [M1] that for p = 2 the
category Rep(D(G)) is prime and that for odd p nontrivial proper modular subcategories of
Rep(D(G)) are in bijection with isomorphisms G
∼
−→ Ĝ, where Ĝ denotes the set of group
homomorphisms from G to k×. Let us recover this result from Proposition 4.5. Suppose
that S(K,H,B) where (G, {e}) 6= (K,H) 6= ({e}, G) is a nondegenerate subcategory of
Rep(D(G)). The condition HK = G implies that at least one of the subgroups H, K
coincides with G. Let us assume H = G and suppose that |K| = m < pn. Let x, y ∈ G
be generators of H and K respectively. Then B(x, y) is an mth root of 1, so B(y, y) is a
root of 1 of order less than m and BBop|K×K = B
2|K×K is degenerate. Thus we must have
H = K = G and B must be a (necessarily symmetric) bicharacter on G such that B2 is
nondegenerate. This is impossible for p = 2. When p is odd B2 is nondegenerate if and only
if B is nondegenerate, i.e., when B comes from an isomorphism G
∼
−→ Ĝ.
As was observed by Mu¨ger in [M1], prime nondegenerate categories serve as building
blocks for nondegenerate categories. Precisely, it was shown in [M1, Theorem 4.5] that
every nondegenerate category is equivalent to a finite direct product of prime ones (note,
however, that such a decomposition is not unique in general). Below we collect some remarks
concerning the primality of Rep(D(G)).
Remark 4.7. (i) If G = M × N is a direct product of non-trivial groups M and N ,
then Rep(D(G)) is not prime. Indeed, by Proposition 4.5, the (nontrivial proper)
subcategory S(M × {e}, {e} × N, 1) ⊆ Rep(D(G)) is nondegenerate. This fact was
also observed by Mu¨ger in [M1].
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(ii) If G is simple and nonabelian, then it immediately follows from Proposition 4.5 that
Rep(D(G)) is prime. Note that the aforementioned statement is not true for abelian
simple groups [M1] (see also Remark 4.6).
(iii) As mentioned above, simplicity of a nonabelian group G is sufficient for Rep(D(G))
to be prime, however, it is not necessary. Indeed, take G = Sn, n ≥ 3, and let
K,H be a pair of centralizing normal subgroups of G such that HK = G. Note that
K ∩H , being a central subgroup of G, must be trivial, as the center of G is trivial.
This implies that G is a direct product of H and K. However, as is well known, Sn
does not admit a non-trivial direct product decomposition, therefore, Rep(D(Sn)) is
prime by Proposition 4.5.
4.2. The Gauss sum and central charge. Let D be a premodular category with twist θ.
Recall that the Gauss sum of D is defined by
τ(D) =
∑
X∈Irr(D)
θ(X)d(X)2,
where Irr(D) is the set of isomorphism classes of simple objects in D. The central charge is
defined by
ζ(D) =
τ(D)√
dim(D)
.
For basic properties of Gauss sum and central charge we refer the reader to [BK, Sect. 3.1].
In particular, the central charge of a non-degenerate braided fusion category is known to be
a root of unity (this statement is known as Vafa’s theorem, see [BK, Thm. 3.1.19]).
Proposition 4.8. The Gauss sum of the fusion subcategory S(K,H,B) ⊆ Rep(D(G)) is
τ(S(K,H,B)) =
|G|
|H|
∑
a∈K∩H∩R
|Ka|B(a, a).
When S(K,H,B) is nondegenerate its Gauss sum is
τ(S(K,H,B)) =
|K|
|K ∩H|
∑
a∈K∩H
B(a, a).
and its central charge is
ζ(S(K,H,B)) =
1√
|K ∩H|
∑
a∈K∩H
B(a, a).
Proof. We have
τ(S(K,H,B)) =
∑
simple (a,χ)∈S(K,H,B)
θ(a, χ) d(a, χ)2
=
∑
simple (a,χ)∈S(K,H,B)
χ(a)
degχ
|Ka|
2(deg χ)2.
By definition of S(K,H,B) the above expression is equal to
∑
a∈K∩R

|Ka|2 ∑
χ∈Irr(CG(a)):χ|H=B(a,·) deg χ
(degχ)χ(a)

 .
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Observing that B(a, ·) is CG(a)-invariant and applying Frobenius reciprocity and Clifford
theory, the above expression is equal to
∑
a∈K∩R

|Ka|2 ∑
χ is an irr. constituent of Ind
CG(a)
H
B(a,·)
(deg χ)χ(a)

 .
Applying Frobenius reciprocity again, the above expression is equal to∑
a∈K∩R
(
|Ka|
2 (Ind
CG(a)
H B(a, ·))(a)
)
.
Finally, using the formula for the induced character and the fact that the induced character
is zero on CG(a)\H the above expression is equal to
∑
a∈K∩H∩R

 |Ka|2
|H|
∑
x∈CG(a)
B(a, x−1ax)


=
∑
a∈K∩H∩R
|Ka|
2|CG(a)|
|H|
B(a, a)
=
|G|
|H|
∑
a∈K∩H∩R
|Ka|B(a, a).
When S(K,H,B) is nondegenerate, by Proposition 4.5, HK = G, so K ∩H is contained in
the center of G. Therefore, the Gauss sum is
τ(S(K,H,B)) =
|G|
|H|
∑
a∈K∩H∩R
|Ka|B(a, a)
=
|K|
|K ∩H|
∑
a∈K∩H
B(a, a)
and the central charge is
ζ(S(K,H,B)) =
τ(S(K,H,B))√
dim(S(K,H,B))
=
|K|
|K∩H|
∑
a∈K∩H B(a, a)√
|K| · [G : H ]
=
1√
|K ∩H|
∑
a∈K∩H
B(a, a).
Remark 4.9. Note that the sum
∑
a∈K∩H B(a, a) is the classical Gauss sum for the quadratic
form a 7→ B(a, a) on the Abelian group K ∩H .
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4.3. The central series. Following Bruguie`res [Br], we say that a functor F : C1 → C2
between semisimple categories C1 and C2 is dominant if every simple object in C2 is a direct
summand of the image (under F ) of some object in C1.
Lemma 4.10. The fusion subcategory S(K,H, 1) ⊆ Rep(D(G)) is generated by the set
gens(S(K,H, 1)) := {(a, 1) ∈ Γ | a ∈ K ∩R} ∪ {(e, χ) ∈ Γ | χ|H = degχ}.
Proof. The lemma follows immediately from the observation that the restriction functors
Rep(G/H)→ Rep(CG(a)/H), a ∈ K ∩R, are dominant.
Proposition 4.11. The adjoint subcategory S(K,H, 1)ad of the fusion subcategory S(K,H, 1)
of Rep(D(G)) is S([G,K], CG(K) ∩ pi
−1(Z(G/H)), 1), where pi is the canonical surjection
from G to G/H and [G,K] = 〈gkg−1k−1 | g ∈ G, k ∈ K〉.
Proof. By Mu¨ger’s double centralizer theorem and Lemma 3.11 it suffices to show that
(S(K,H, 1)ad)
′ = S(CG(K)∩pi
−1(Z(G/H)), [G,K], 1). By [GN, Proposition 6.7], the simple
objects (up to isomorphism) of (S(K,H, 1)ad)
′ are given by the set
Irr((S(K,H, 1)ad)
′)
= {(b, χ′) ∈ Γ | |S((a, χ), (b, χ′))| = d(a, χ) d(b, χ′), for all simple (a, χ) ∈ S(K,H, 1)}
= {(b, χ′) ∈ Γ | |S((a, χ), (b, χ′))| = d(a, χ) d(b, χ′), for all (a, χ) ∈ gens(S(K,H, 1))}
= {(b, χ′) ∈ Γ | χ|[G,b] = degχ, for all χ ∈ Irr(Rep(G/H)), [Ka, Kb] = {e},
and χ′|[G,a] = deg χ
′, for all a ∈ K ∩R}
= {(b, χ′) ∈ Γ | b ∈ CG(K), [G, b] ∈ H and χ
′|[G,K] = degχ
′}
= {(b, χ′) ∈ Γ | b ∈ CG(K) ∩ pi
−1(Z(G/H)), and χ′|[G,K] = deg χ
′}
= Irr(S(CG(K) ∩ pi
−1(Z(G/H)), [G,K], 1)).
In the second equality above we used Lemma 4.10 and in the third equality we used Note
3.5.
Corollary 4.12. (i) The nth term of the upper central series of Rep(D(G)) is given by
Rep(D(G))(n) = S(Cn(G), CG(Cn−1(G)) ∩ C
n(G), 1), n ≥ 1.
(ii) The nth term of the lower central series of Rep(D(G)) is given by
Rep(D(G))(n) = S(CG(Cn−1(G)) ∩ C
n(G), Cn(G), 1), n ≥ 1.
Here Cn(G) and C
n(G) are the nth terms of the lower and upper central series of G, respec-
tively.
Proof. Part (i) follows immediately from Proposition 4.11, while part (ii) follows from [GN,
Theorem 6.8] and Lemma 3.11.
5. Fusion subcategories of the twisted quantum double of a finite group
5.1. The twisted quantum double of a finite group. Recall that a normalized 3-cocycle
ω : G×G×G→ k× is a map satisfying:
(12) ω(g2, g3, g4)ω(g1, g2g3, g4)ω(g1, g2, g3) = ω(g1g2, g3, g4)ω(g1, g2, g3g4),
(13) ω(g, e, l) = 1,
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for all g, l, g1, g2, g3, g4 ∈ G. It follows that ω(e, g, l) = 1 = ω(g, l, e) for all g, l ∈ G as well.
We may assume the values of ω are roots of unity. Define
βa(x, y) =
ω(a, x, y)ω(x, y, y−1x−1axy)
ω(x, x−1ax, y)
,(14)
ηa(x, y) =
ω(x, y, a)ω(xyay−1x−1, x, y)
ω(x, yay−1, y)
,(15)
γa(x, y) =
ω(x, y, a)ω(a, a−1xa, a−1ya)
ω(x, a, a−1ya)
,(16)
νa(x, y) =
ω(axa−1, aya−1, a)ω(a, x, y)
ω(axa−1, a, y)
,(17)
for all a, x, y ∈ G. Since ω is a 3-cocycle, we have
(18) βa(x, y)βa(xy, z) = βa(x, yz)βx−1ax(y, z)
for all a, x, y, z ∈ G. Therefore, for any a ∈ G, βa|CG(a) is a 2-cocycle. Note that
(19) βa|CG(a) = ηa|CG(a) = γa|CG(a) = νa|CG(a).
Direct calculations, using (12), show that the following identities hold:
γab(x, y)
γb(a−1xa, a−1ya)γa(x, y)
=
βx(a, b)βy(a, b)
βxy(a, b)
,(20)
νab(x, y)
νa(bxb−1, byb−1)νb(x, y)
=
ηx(a, b)ηy(a, b)
ηxy(a, b)
,(21)
for all a, b, x, y ∈ G.
Let C = Rep(Dω(G)). It is well known that C is a modular category [AC2]. The set of
isomorphism classes of simple objects in C may be identified with the set
Γ := {(a, χ) | a ∈ R and χ is an irreducible βa-character of CG(a)},
where a βa-character of CG(a) is the trace function of a k
βa[CG(a)]-module.
The following lemma is proved in [NN, Lemma 4.2].
Lemma 5.1. Two objects (a, χ), (b, χ′) ∈ Γ centralize each other if and only if the following
conditions hold:
(i) The conjugacy classes Ka, Kb commute element-wise.
(ii) For all x, y ∈ G,(
βa(x,y−1by)βa(xy−1by,x−1)βb(y,x
−1ax)βb(yx
−1ax,y−1)
βa(x,x−1)βb(y,y−1)
)
χ(xy−1byx−1)χ′(yx−1axy−1) = deg χ degχ′.
The lemma has the following useful consequence: Taking the magnitude on both sides of
the equation in Lemma 5.1(ii), we obtain
|χ(xy−1byx−1)χ′(yx−1axy−1)| = degχ degχ′,
since the values of βa and βb are roots of unity. Now, for any h ∈ CG(a), χ(h) is a sum of
degχ roots of unity, and so by the triangle inequality, |χ(h)| ≤ degχ, with equality if and
only if all roots are the same. Similarly for χ′. Thus if (a, χ), (b, χ′) centralize each other,
then χ(xy
−1byx−1)
deg χ
and χ
′(yx−1axy−1)
degχ′
are roots of unity for all x, y ∈ G.
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5.2. Canonical data determined by a fusion subcategory of Rep(Dω(G)). Let D be
a fusion subcategory of C. Define two normal subgroups of G as follows:
KD = {gag
−1 | g ∈ G, (a, χ) ∈ D ∩ Γ for some χ}
HD =
⋂
χ:(e,χ)∈D
Ker(χ)
where Ker(χ) = {g ∈ G | χ(g) = χ(e)}. Note that the definition of HD is equivalent to
D ∩ Rep(G) = Rep(G/HD) as before.
Proposition 5.2. Let D be a fusion subcategory of C. Then HD′ = KD, KD′ = HD, and the
groups KD and HD centralize each other.
Proof. By Lemma 5.1 a simple object (e, χ) in Rep(G) centralizes D if and only if χ(a) =
degχ for all a ∈ KD. The rest is similar to the proof of Proposition 3.6.
Lemma 5.3. Let E be a fusion subcategory of C and let (a, χ) ∈ E ∩ Γ. Suppose χ′ is an
irreducible βa-character of CG(a) such that
χ′|K
E′
degχ′
=
χ|K
E′
degχ
. Then (a, χ′) ∈ E .
Proof. We will show that (a, χ′) centralizes E ′. Let (b, χ′′) ∈ E ′∩Γ. Note that since (a, χ) ∈ E ,
the conjugacy classes Ka and Kb commute. It remains to show that the equation in Lemma
5.1(ii) holds for the pair (a, χ′), (b, χ′′). By hypothesis,
χ′|K
E′
deg χ′
=
χ|K
E′
degχ
, so we may replace χ′
by χ in the equation. However we already know that (a, χ) centralizes E ′ since (a, χ) ∈ E ,
so by Lemma 5.1(ii), the desired equation holds.
Let D be any fusion subcategory of C. Define a pairing
BD : KD ×HD → k
×
as follows. Let (a, χ) ∈ D ∩ Γ, and
(22) BD(x
−1ax, h) :=
βa(x, h)βa(xh, x
−1)
βa(x, x−1)
χ(xhx−1)
degχ
for all x ∈ G, h ∈ HD. We will show that BD is well-defined and does not depend on
χ. For this, we give an equivalent definition: Write h = y−1by for b ∈ HD ∩ R, y ∈ G,
(b, χ′) ∈ D′ ∩ Γ. Since (a, χ) and (b, χ′) centralize each other, we have by the definition (22)
of BD and Lemma 5.1(ii) that
(23) BD(x
−1ax, y−1by) =
βb(y, y
−1)
βb(y, x−1ax)βb(yx−1ax, y−1)
deg χ′
χ′(yx−1axy−1)
.
This proves that BD does not depend on the choice of χ. Now suppose z
−1az = x−1ax for
some z ∈ G. Then by (23),
BD(z
−1az, y−1by) =
βb(y, y
−1)
βb(y, z−1az)βb(yz−1az, y−1)
degχ′
χ′(yz−1azy−1)
=
βb(y, y
−1)
βb(y, x−1ax)βb(yx−1ax, y−1)
degχ′
χ′(yx−1axy−1)
= BD(x
−1ax, y−1by).
Therefore BD is well-defined.
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Next we give a definition of a G-invariant ω-bicharacter, generalizing [NN, Defns. 4.5, 4.6]
(the case K = H), and show that BD satisfies the definition.
Definition 5.4. Let H,K be normal subgroups of G that centralize each other, and let
B : K ×H → k× be a function.
We say that B is an ω-bicharacter if
(i) B(x, yz) = β−1x (y, z)B(x, y)B(x, z) and
(ii) B(wx, y) = βy(w, x)B(w, y)B(x, y)
for all w, x ∈ K, y, z ∈ H . Equivalently, B(x, ·) is a βx-character of H and B(−, y) is a
β−1y -character of K.
We say that B is G-invariant if
B(x−1kx, h) =
βk(x, h)βk(xh, x
−1)
βk(x, x−1)
B(k, xhx−1)
for all x, y ∈ G, h ∈ H , k ∈ K.
Remark 5.5. (i) The G-invariance property corresponds to the following action of G:
Let {δx}x∈G be the basis of the linear dual (kG)
∗ of the group algebra, that is dual to
G, that is δx(y) = δx,y for all x, y ∈ G. Then we may identify a basis of D
ω(G) with
the set {δxg}x,g∈G. In this notation, the subalgebra kδxCG(x) of D
ω(G) is isomorphic
to the twisted group algebra kβx [CG(x)]. A group element g ∈ G acts on D
ω(G)
via conjugation by the invertible element g =
∑
x∈G δxg, and takes the subalgebra
kβx[CG(x)] to k
β
g−1xg [CG(g
−1xg)]. Under these identifications, B is G-invariant if
and only if the function B(k, ·) on kβk [H ] is taken to the function B(x−1kx, ·) on
kβx−1kx [H ] via conjugation by x.
(ii) There is a symmetry in the definition of an ω-bicharacter that appears to be lacking
in the definition of G-invariance. However, a consequence of the next lemma is
that there is an equivalent definition of G-invariance, considering B instead to be a
function in the first argument, fixing the second.
Lemma 5.6. Let x, h, k ∈ G for which hk = kh. Then
(i)
νx(h, k)
νx(k, h)
=
βxhx−1(x, x
−1)
βxhx−1(x, k)βxhx−1(xk, x−1)
,
(ii)
νx(x
−1hx, x−1kx)
νx(x−1kx, x−1hx)
=
νx−1(k, h)
νx−1(h, k)
, and
(iii)
βk(y
−1, y)
βk(y−1, h)βk(y−1h, y)
=
βh(y, y
−1)
βh(y, k)βh(yk, y−1)
.
Proof. (i) We must show that
νx(h, k)
νx(k, h)
·
βxhx−1(x, k)βxhx−1(xk, x
−1)
βxhx−1(x, x−1)
= 1.
This follows by applying the definitions (17) and (14), and the 3-cocycle condition (12) to the
tuples (xkx−1, x, h, x−1), (xkx−1, xhx−1, x, x−1), (xhx−1, xkx−1, x, x−1), (xkx−1, x, x−1, xhx−1).
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(ii) Applying (21) to the quadruples (x, x−1, h, k) and (x, x−1, k, h) we obtain:
νx(x
−1hx, x−1kx)νx−1(h, k) =
ηhk(x, x
−1)
ηh(x, x−1)ηk(x, x−1)
,
νx(x
−1kx, x−1hx)νx−1(k, h) =
ηkh(x, x
−1)
ηk(x, x−1)ηh(x, x−1)
.
Since hk = kh the stated identity follows.
(iii) Applying the identity in part (i) to the triples (y−1, yky−1, h) and (y, y−1hy, k), the
claimed identity is equivalent to
νy−1(yky
−1, h)νy(k, y
−1hy)
νy−1(h, yky−1)νy(y−1hy, k)
= 1,
which is seen to be true by applying the identity in part (ii) to the triple (y, yky−1, h).
It follows from part (iii) of the lemma that a function B : K ×H → k× is G-invariant if
and only if
B(k, y−1hy) =
βh(y, y
−1)
βh(y, k)βh(yk, y−1)
B(yky−1, h)
for all x, y ∈ G, h ∈ H , k ∈ K.
Proposition 5.7. Let D be a fusion subcategory of C. Then BD is a G-invariant ω-
bicharacter on KD ×HD.
Proof. First we check G-invariance. By definition (22), for all a ∈ K ∩R, we have
BD(x
−1ax, h) =
βa(x, h)βa(xh, x
−1)
βa(x, x−1)
χ(xhx−1)
degχ
=
βa(x, h)βa(xh, x
−1)
βa(x, x−1)
BD(a, xhx
−1),
the second equality by (22) with h replaced by xhx−1 and x replaced by the identity element.
More generally, let k = y−1ay, and apply the above equation twice, the first time to express
B((yx)−1ayx, h) as a scalar multiple of B(a, (yx)h(yx)−1), and the second time to express
B(a, y(xhx−1)y−1) as a scalar multiple of B(y−1ay, xhx−1). We obtain in this way:
(24) B(x−1kx, h) =
βa(y, y
−1)βa(yx, h)βa(yxh, x
−1y−1)
βa(y, xhx−1)βa(yxhx−1, y−1)βa(yx, x−1y−1)
B(k, xhx−1).
This is equivalent to G-invariance: Apply (18) thrice to
βy−1ay(x, h)βy−1ay(xh, x
−1)
βy−1ay(x, x−1)
to express all scalars as images of βa, and then apply (18) to the quadruples (a, yxh, x
−1, y−1)
and (a, yx, x−1, y−1) to obtain the expression (24).
Now let h1, h2 ∈ H and a ∈ K ∩ R. By the definition of BD, we have
BD(a, h1)BD(a, h2) =
χ(h1)
degχ
χ(h2)
degχ
= βa(h1, h2)
χ(h1h2)
degχ
= βa(h1, h2)BD(a, h1h2).
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Let x ∈ G. By G-invariance of BD we now have that BD(x
−1ax, h1)BD(x
−1ax, h2) is equal
to
βa(x, h1)βa(xh1, x
−1)βa(x, h2)βa(xh2, x
−1)
βa(x, x−1)2
B(a, xh1x
−1)B(a, xh2x
−1)
=
βa(xh1x
−1, xh2x
−1)βa(x, h1)βa(xh1, x
−1)βa(x, h2)βa(xh2, x
−1)
βa(x, x−1)2
B(a, xh2h2x
−1).
On the other hand,
βx−1ax(h1, h2)BD(x
−1ax, h1h2) =
βx−1ax(h1, h2)βa(x, h1h2)βa(xh1h2, x
−1)
βa(x, x−1)
B(a, xh1h2x
−1).
Comparing, the two will be the same if and only if
βa(xh1x
−1, xh2x
−1)βa(x, h1)βa(xh1, x
−1)βa(x, h2)βa(xh2, x
−1)
βa(x, x−1)βx−1ax(h1, h2)βa(x, h1h2)βa(xh1h2, x−1)
= 1.
This we prove just as in the proof of [NN, Lemma 4.10]: We apply (18) for βa successively to
the five triples (x, h1, h2), (x, h2, x
−1), (xh1, x
−1, xh2x
−1), (xh1, h2, x
−1), (x, x−1, xh2x
−1) and
make a corresponding substitution each time. It follows that BD satisfies the first equation
in the definition of ω-bicharacter. To see that it satisfies the second, we use the alternative
definition (23) of BD, and apply an analogous argument.
We have associated, to each fusion subcategory D of C, a canonical triple (KD, HD, BD),
whereKD andHD are normal subgroups of G centralizing each other, and BD is a G-invariant
ω-bicharacter. Next we associate to each triple a fusion subcategory.
5.3. Construction of a fusion subcategory of Rep(Dω(G)). Let K,H be normal sub-
groups of G that centralize each other, and B : K × H → k× a G-invariant ω-bicharacter.
Define
S(K,H,B) := full Abelian subcategory of C generated by{
(a, χ) ∈ Γ
a ∈ K ∩ R and χ is an irreducible βa-character of CG(a)
such that χ(h) = B(a, h) degχ, for all h ∈ H
}
.
(25)
We will prove that S(K,H,B) is a fusion subcategory of C and determine its centralizer. We
will need [NN, Lemma 4.4], proved by Clifford theory [Ka, Theorem 7.8.1] and Frobenius
reciprocity [Ka, Proposition 7.4.8] for projective characters:
Lemma 5.8. Let E be a normal subgroup of a finite group F , and α a 2-cocycle on F . Let
Irr(F ) denote the set of irreducible α-projective characters of F . Let ρ be an F -invariant
α|E×E-projective character of E of degree 1. Then∑
χ∈Irr(F ):χ|E=(deg χ)ρ
(degχ)2 = [F : E].
To apply the lemma to our situation, replace E by H and F by CG(a), and note that
by G-invariance of B, the function B(a,−) is a CG(a)-invariant βa|H×H-projective character
of H of degree 1. One consequence of the lemma then is that there exists at least one
χ ∈ Irr(CG(a)) such that (a, χ) ∈ S(K,H,B). This implies in particular that K is the
support of S(K,H,B).
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Lemma 5.9. The dimension of S(K,H,B) is |K|[G : H ].
Proof. The proof is the same as for ω = 1 (Lemma 3.10), replacing Lemma 3.9 by Lemma 5.8.
Let (Bop)−1 : H ×K → k× be the function defined by (Bop)−1(h, k) = B(k, h)−1. Then
(Bop)−1 is a G-invariant ω-bicharacter, by symmetry of Definition 5.4 (see Remark 5.5(ii)).
Lemma 5.10. S(K,H,B) is a fusion subcategory of C and S(K,H,B)′ = S(H,K, (Bop)−1).
Proof. First we show that S(K,H,B) and S(H,K, (Bop)−1) centralize each other. Let
(a, χ) ∈ S(K,H,B) ∩ Γ and (b, χ′) ∈ S(H,K, (Bop)−1) ∩ Γ. Then the conjugacy classes
Ka and Kb centralize each other. We check Lemma 5.1(ii), using the two equations (22) and
(23):
βa(x, y
−1by)βa(xy
−1by, x−1)βb(y, x
−1ax)βb(yx
−1ax, y−1)
βa(x, x−1)βb(y, y−1)
χ(xy−1byx−1)χ′(yx−1axy−1)
=
βa(x, y
−1by)βa(xy
−1by, x−1)βb(y, x
−1ax)βb(yx
−1ax, y−1)
βa(x, x−1)βb(y, y−1)
·B(a, xy−1byx−1) degχ(Bop)−1(b, yx−1axy−1) degχ′.
By G-invariance, this may be rewritten as
B(x−1ax, y−1by) degχB−1(x−1ax, y−1by) degχ′ = degχ degχ′,
as desired. Therefore S(K,H,B) and S(H,K, (Bop)−1) centralize each other.
By Lemma 5.9,
dim(S(K,H,B)) dim(S(H,K, (Bop)−1) = |G|2 = dim C.
By Lemma 2.1, S(K,H,B) is a fusion subcategory of C and S(K,H,B)′ = S(H,K, (Bop)−1).
Theorem 5.11. The assignments D 7→ (KD, HD, BD) and (K,H,B) 7→ S(K,H,B) are
inverses of each other. Thus there is a bijection between the set of fusion subcategories of C
and triples (K,H,B) where K,H are normal subgroups of G that centralize each other and
B : K ×H 7→ k× is a G-invariant ω-bicharacter.
Proof. First we show that (KS(K,H,B), HS(K,H,B), BS(K,H,B)) = (K,H,B). We have already
observed that K is the support of S(K,H,B), so KS(K,H,B) = K. It follows that HS(K,H,B),
which is the support of S(K,H,B)′ = S(H,K, (Bop)−1), is H . Let a ∈ K ∩ R, (a, χ) ∈
S(K,H,B) ∩ Γ, and h ∈ H . Then by the definition of BS(K,H,B), we have
BS(K,H,B)(a, h) =
χ(h)
degχ
.
On the other hand, since (a, χ) ∈ S(K,H,B), we have χ(h) = B(a, h) degχ, so B(a, h) =
BS(K,H,B)(a, h). By G-invariance, this implies B = BS(K,H,B).
Now we show that S(KD, HD, BD) = D. Let (a, χ) ∈ S(KD, HD, BD) ∩ Γ. Then for all
h ∈ HD, by the definitions of S(KD, HD, BD) and of BD, respectively, we have
χ(h)
degχ
= BD(a, h) =
χ′(h)
deg χ′
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for any χ′ such that (a, χ′) is simple in D. By Proposition 5.2, we have KD′ = HD, so the
above equation holds for all h ∈ KD′. By Lemma 5.3, we have (a, χ) ∈ D. We have shown
S(KD, HD, BD) ⊆ D. Similarly S(KD′, HD′, BD′) = S(HD, KD, BD′) ⊆ D
′. By Lemma 5.9,
dim(S(KD, HD, BD)) dim(S(HD, KD, BD′)) = |G|
2 = dim C.
This forces S(HD, KD, BD′) = S(KD, HD, BD)
′, so that D′ ⊆ S(HD, KD, BD′). Therefore
D′ = S(HD, KD, BD′), and by symmetry, D = S(KD, HD, BD).
Remark 5.12. Let C be any braided group-theoretical fusion category (see Section 2.1).
The braiding yields a canonical embedding of C into its center Z(C). (See [K] for the center
construction.) Since C is group-theoretical, Z(C) is equivalent to Z(VecωG)
∼= Rep(Dω(G))
for some finite group G and 3-cocycle ω. (This follows from [ENO, Sect. 8.8]. See also
the proof of [Na, Thm. 1.2] and [Mj, Prop. 3.3].) Therefore C may be realized as a fusion
subcategory of Rep(Dω(G)). By Theorem 5.11, C is equivalent to a category of the form
S(K,H,B) defined in (25) for some normal subgroups K,H of G that centralize each other
and G-invariant ω-bicharacter B on K ×H .
6. Some invariants and the lattice of fusion subcategories of Rep(Dω(G))
6.1. The lattice. Let K,H,K ′, H ′ be normal subgroups of G such that K and H centralize
each other, and K ′ and H ′ centralize each other. Let B : K×H → k× and B′ : K ′×H ′ → k×
be G-invariant ω-bicharacters.
Proposition 6.1. S(K,H,B) ⊆ S(K ′, H ′, B′) if and only if K ⊆ K ′, H ′ ⊆ H, and
B|K×H′ = B
′|K×H′.
Proof. The statement follows from the definitions since K is the support of S(K,H,B) by
Lemma 5.8.
Let ϕB,B′ : K ∩K
′ → Ĥ ∩H ′ be the function defined by
ϕB,B′(a) = B(a, ·)|H∩H′(B
′)−1(a, ·)|H∩H′,
where Ĥ ∩H ′ denotes the group of group homomorphisms from H ∩H ′ to k×. It is straight-
forward to check that for each a ∈ K ∩K ′, ϕB,B′(a) is indeed a group homomorphism from
H ∩H ′ to k×, and that ϕB,B′ is itself a group homomorphism from K ∩K
′ to Ĥ ∩H ′. Let
ψB,B′ : kerϕB,B′ ×HH
′ → k× be the function defined by
ψB,B′(a, hh
′) = β−1a (h, h
′)B(a, h)B′(a, h′)
for all a ∈ K, h ∈ H , h′ ∈ H ′. Note that ψB,B′ is well-defined: Suppose h1h
′
1 = h2h
′
2 for
elements h1, h2 ∈ H , h
′
1, h
′
2 ∈ H
′. We must check that
β−1a (h1, h
′
1)B(a, h1)B
′(a, h′1) = β
−1
a (h2, h
′
2)B(a, h2)B
′(a, h′2),
or equivalently,
β−1a (h1, h
′
1)B(a, h2)
−1B(a, h1) = β
−1
a (h2, h
′
2)B
′(a, h′2)B
′(a, h′1)
−1.
Since B,B′ are ω-bicharacters, we have
B(a, h2)B(a, h
−1
2 ) = βa(h2, h
−1
2 )B(a, 1) = βa(h2, h
−1
2 ),
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so B(a, h2)
−1 = β−1a (h2, h
−1
2 )B(a, h
−1
2 ), and similarly, B
′(a, h′1)
−1 = β−1a (h
′
1, (h
′
1)
−1)B(a, (h′1)
−1).
Thus we must show that
βa(h
−1
2 , h1)
βa(h1, h
′
1)βa(h2, h
−1
2 )
B(a, h−12 h1) =
βa(h
′
2, (h
′
1)
−1)
βa(h2, h′2)βa(h
′
1, (h
′
1)
−1)
B′(a, h′2(h
′
1)
−1).
Now, h−12 h1 = h
′
2(h
′
1)
−1 ∈ H ∩ H ′, and since a ∈ kerϕB,B′ , we have B(a, h
−1
2 h1) =
B′(a, h′2(h
′
1)
−1). Thus we must show that
1 =
βa(h1, h
′
1)βa(h2, h
−1
2 )βa(h
′
2, (h
′
1)
−1)
βa(h
−1
2 , h1)βa(h2, h
′
2)βa(h
′
1, (h
′
1)
−1)
.
This follows by applying the 2-cocycle identity for βa successively to the triples (h
−1
2 , h1, h
′
1),
(h−12 , h2, h
′
2), and (h
′
2, (h
′
1)
−1, h′1). Therefore ψB,B′ is well-defined.
Lemma 6.2. The function ψB,B′ is a G-invariant ω-bicharacter on kerϕB,B′ ×HH
′.
Proof. We first prove that identity (ii) in Definition 5.4 holds for ψB,B′ : Let a, a
′ ∈ kerϕB,B′ ,
and h ∈ H , h′ ∈ H ′. We must prove
ψB,B′(aa
′, hh′) = βhh′(a, a
′)ψB,B′(a, hh
′)ψB,B′(a
′, hh′).
The left side is
1
βaa′(h, h′)
B(aa′, h)B′(aa′, h′) =
βh(a, a
′)βh′(a, a
′)
βaa′(h, h′)
B(a, h)B(a′, h)B′(a, h′)B′(a′, h′).
The right side is
βhh′(a, a
′)
βa(h, h′)βa′(h, h′)
B(a, h)B′(a, h′)B(a′, h)B′(a′, h′).
The two are equal if and only if
1 =
βh(a, a
′)βh′(a, a
′)βa(h, h
′)βa′(h, h
′)
βaa′(h, h′)βhh′(a, a′)
.
This is true by the identity (20) and by (19) (note a, a′ centralize h, h′).
Next we prove that ψB,B′ is G-invariant: We must prove that for all x ∈ G,
ψB,B′(x
−1ax, hh′) =
βa(x, hh
′)βa(xhh
′, x−1)
βa(x, x−1)
ψB,B′(a, xhh
′x−1).
By the definition of ψB,B′ and G-invariance of B,B
′, the left side is
1
βx−1ax(h, h′)
B(x−1ax, h)B′(x−1ax, h′)
=
βa(x, h)βa(xh, x
−1)βa(x, h
′)βa(xh
′, x−1)
βx−1ax(h, h′)βa(x, x−1)2
B(a, xhx−1)B′(a, xh′x−1).
The right side is
βa(x, hh
′)βa(xhh
′, x−1)
βa(x, x−1)βa(xhx−1, xh′x−1)
B(a, xhx−1)B′(a, xh′x−1).
So the left side equals the right side if and only if
1 =
βa(x, h)βa(xh, x
−1)βa(x, h
′)βa(xh
′, x−1)βa(xhx
−1, xh′x−1)
βx−1ax(h, h′)βa(x, x−1)βa(x, hh′)βa(xhh′, x−1)
.
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This follows by applying the identity (18) to the tuples (a, x, h, h′), (a, xh, x−1, xh′x−1),
(a, x, x−1, xh′x−1), (a, xh, h′, x−1), and (a, x, h′, x−1).
Finally we prove that identity (i) in Definition 5.4 holds for ψB,B′ . Let a ∈ kerϕB,B′ and
y1, z1 ∈ H , y2, z2 ∈ H
′, y = y1y2, z = z1z2. We show that
ψB,B′(a, yz) = β
−1
a (y, z)ψB,B′(a, y)ψB,B′(a, z).
Since B′ is G-invariant and z1 ∈ CG(a), the left side ψB,B′(a, (y1z1)(z
−1
1 y2z1z2)) is equal to
= β−1a (y1z1, z
−1
1 y2z1z2)B(a, y1z1)B
′(a, z−11 y2z1z2)
= β−1a (y1z1, z
−1
1 y2z1z2)β
−1
a (y1, z1)β
−1
a (z
−1
1 y2z1, z2)B(a, y1)B(a, z1)B
′(a, z−11 y2z1)B
′(a, z2)
=
βa(z
−1
1 , z1)
βa(y1z1, z
−1
1 y2z1z2)βa(y1, z1)βa(z
−1
1 y2z1, z2)βa(z
−1
1 , y2)βa(z
−1
1 y2, z1)
·B(a, y1)B(a, z1)B
′(a, y2)B
′(a, z2).
The right side is
β−1a (y1y2, z1z2)β
−1
a (y1, y2)β
−1
a (z1, z2)B(a, y1)B
′(a, y2)B(a, z1)
′(a, z2).
The two are equal if and only if
1 =
βa(z
−1
1 , z1)βa(y1, y2)βa(z1, z2)βa(y1y2, z1z2)
βa(y1z1, z
−1
1 y2z1z2)βa(y1, z1)βa(z
−1
1 y2z1, z2)βa(z
−1
1 , y2)βa(z
−1
1 y2, z1)
.
This follows from the identity βa(z
−1
1 , z1) = βa(z1, z
−1
1 ) (obtained by applying the 2-cocycle
identity to (z−11 , z1, z
−1
1 )) and application of the 2-cocycle identity for βa to the triples
(y1, z1, z
−1
1 ), (z
−1
1 , y2, z1), (z
−1
1 , y2z1, z2), (y2, z1, z2), (y1z1, z
−1
1 y2, z1z2), and (y1z1, z
−1
1 , y2).
Proposition 6.3. (i) S(K,H,B) ∩ S(K ′, H ′, B′) = S(kerϕB,B′ , HH
′, ψB,B′).
(ii) S(K,H,B) ∨ S(K ′, H ′, B′) = S(KK ′, kerϕBop,(B′)op , (ψBop,(B′)op)
op)).
Proof. The proof is the same as for ω = 1 (Proposition 4.2), using Lemma 5.10 in place of
Lemma 3.11.
We will need the following lemma in order to characterize isotropic subcategories.
Lemma 6.4. Let B : K × H → k× be a G-invariant ω-bicharacter with K ⊆ H and
B(a, a) = 1, for all a ∈ K ∩ R. Then B(k, k) = 1, for all k ∈ K.
Proof. Let k ∈ K and write k = x−1ax, x ∈ G, a ∈ K ∩ R. By G-invariance of B and the
equality B(a, a) = 1 we obtain
B(x−1ax, x−1ax) =
βa(x, x
−1ax)βa(ax, x
−1)
βa(x, x−1)
.
Applying the definition (14) of βa and the 3-cocycle condition (12) for ω to the quadruples
(a, x, x−1ax, x−1) and (a, x, x−1, a), the right side of the above equality is equal to 1.
We next characterize symmetric, isotropic and Lagrangian subcategories. Definitions were
given in Section 4.1.
Proposition 6.5. The fusion subcategory S(K,H,B) ⊆ Rep(Dω(G)) is
(i) symmetric if and only if K ⊆ H and B(k1, k2)B(k2, k1) = 1, for all k1, k2 ∈ K,
(ii) isotropic if and only if K ⊆ H and B|K×K is alternating,
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(iii) Lagrangian if and only K = H and B is alternating.
Proof. The proof is the same as for ω = 1 (Proposition 4.3), using Lemma 5.10 and Propo-
sition 6.1 in place of Lemma 3.11 and Proposition 4.1. We note that in part (ii) we also use
Lemma 6.4.
Proposition 6.6. Z2(S(K,H,B)) = S(kerϕB,(Bop)−1 , HK, ψB,(Bop)−1).
Proof. The proof is the same as for ω = 1 (Proposition 4.4), using Lemma 5.10 and Propo-
sition 6.3(i) in place of Lemma 3.11 and Proposition 4.2(i).
Note that if B is an ω-bicharacter on K ×H , then Bop is an ω−1-bicharacter on H ×K.
Consequently, BBop is a (symmetric) bicharacter on (K ∩H)× (K ∩H).
Proposition 6.7. (i) The fusion subcategory S(K,H,B) ⊆ Rep(Dω(G)) is nondegen-
erate if and only if HK = G and the symmetric bicharacter BBop|(K∩H)×(K∩H) is
nondegenerate.
(ii) Rep(Dω(G)) is prime if and only if there is no triple (K,H,B), where K and H
are normal subgroups of G that centralize each other, (G, {e}) 6= (K,H) 6= ({e}, G),
HK = G, and B is a G-invariant ω-bicharacter on K×H such that BBop|(K∩H)×(K∩H)
is nondegenerate.
Proof. The proof is the same as for ω = 1 (Proposition 4.5), using Theorem 5.11 and Propo-
sition 6.6 in place of Theorem 3.12 and Proposition 4.4.
6.2. The Gauss sum and central charge. The definitions of Gauss sum and central
charge of a premodular category were recalled in Section 4.2.
Proposition 6.8. The Gauss sum of the fusion subcategory S(K,H,B) of Rep(Dω(G)) is
τ(S(K,H,B)) =
|G|
|H|
∑
a∈K∩H∩R
|Ka|B(a, a).
When S(K,H,B) is nondegenerate its Gauss sum is
τ(S(K,H,B)) =
|K|
|K ∩H|
∑
a∈K∩H
B(a, a).
and its central charge is
ζ(S(K,H,B)) =
1√
|K ∩H|
∑
a∈K∩H
B(a, a).
Proof. The proof is the same as for ω = 1 (Proposition 4.8), using Proposition 6.7 in place
of Proposition 4.5.
7. A characterization of group-theoretical braided fusion categories
Let us recall notions of equivariantization and de-equivariantization of fusion categories
from [Br, M2, Ki].
Let C be a fusion category with an action of a finite group G. In this case one can define
the fusion category CG of G-equivariant objects in C. An object of this category is an object
X of C equipped with an isomorphism ug : g(X)→ X for all g ∈ G, such that
ugh ◦ γg,h = ug ◦ g(uh),
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where γg,h : g(h(X)) → gh(X) is the natural isomorphism associated to the action. Mor-
phisms and tensor product of equivariant objects are defined in an obvious way. This category
is called the G-equivariantization of C.
There is a procedure opposite to equivariantization, called de-equivariantization. In the
context of modular categories it was introduced as a modularization by Bruguie`res and
Mu¨ger. Namely, let C be a fusion category and let E = Rep(G) ⊂ Z(C) be a Tannakian
subcategory that embeds into C via the forgetful functor Z(C)→ C. Let A = Fun(G) be the
algebra of functions on G. It is a commutative algebra in Z(C) and so the category CG of
left A-modules in C is a fusion category, called the de-equivariantization of C by E . The free
module functor C → CG : X 7→ A⊗X is a surjective tensor functor.
The above constructions are inverse to each other. In particular, CG admits a canonical
action of G such that there is a canonical equivalence (CG)
G ∼= C.
Remark 7.1. The following consequence of the above constructions will be used in the proof
of Theorem 7.2 below. Given a braided fusion category D and a Tannakian subcategory
Rep(G) ⊂ D we have a commutative algebra A = Fun(G) in D. The category DG of
A-modules in D is a fusion category with an action of G and D is equivalent to the G-
equivariantization of DG.
The next theorem characterizes group-theoretical braided fusion categories as equivari-
antizations of pointed fusion categories.
Theorem 7.2. Let D be a braided fusion category. Then D is group-theoretical if and
only if it contains a Tannakian subcategory E = Rep(G) such that the corresponding de-
equivariantization DG is pointed. Equivalently, D is group-theoretical if and only if it is an
equivariantization of a pointed fusion category.
Proof. It follows from [Nk, Theorem 3.5] that an equivariantization of a pointed fusion cat-
egory is group-theoretical. Hence, if DG is pointed then D ∼= (DG)
G is group-theoretical.
Conversely, suppose D is group-theoretical. Then by Remark 5.12 and Theorem 5.11, there
exist a group G, a 3-cocycle ω on it, normal subgroups K,H ⊂ G, and B : K×H → k× such
that D = S(K, H, B) ⊂ Rep(Dω(G)). The category D contains a Tannakian subcategory
Rep(G/H) and is identified with a certain category of equivariant vector bundles onK. Let ω˜
denote the restriction of ω to K, let F : D → Vecω˜K be the restriction of the forgetful functor
Rep(Dω(G)) ∼= Z(VecωG) → Vec
ω
G, and let I : Vec
ω˜
K → D be the left adjoint to F . Then
A := I(1) = Fun(G/H) is a commutative algebra in Rep(G/H) ⊂ D. Furthermore, for any
X ∈ Vecω˜K the object I(X) has a structure of an A-module (see [DGNO, proof of Theorem
4.8] for details) and the functor X 7→ I(X) is a tensor equivalence between Vecω˜K and the
category of A-modules in D. By Remark 7.1, D is equivalent to a G/H-equivariantization
of the pointed category Vecω˜K , so the proof is complete.
Remark 7.3. (i) A different proof of Theorem 7.2 will be given in an updated version of
[DGNO]. The proof presented here uses the explicit description of group-theoretical
categories as subcategories of twisted group doubles.
(ii) By the work of Kirillov Jr. [Ki] and Mu¨ger [M2] the above de-equivariantization of
D has a structure of a braided G-crossed category in the sense of Turaev [T]. By
definition, a braided G-crossed fusion category is a fusion category C equipped with
an action g 7→ Tg of a group G by tensor autoequivalences of C, a (not necessarily
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faithful) grading C = ⊕g∈G Cg, and a natural collection of isomorphisms
cX,Y : X ⊗ Y ≃ Tg(Y )⊗X, X ∈ Cg, g ∈ G and Y ∈ C
satisfying certain compatibility conditions.
(iii) Recall that a crossed module is a pair of groups (G, X) with G acting on X by
automorphisms, denoted (g, x) 7→ gx, and a group homomorphism ∂ : X → G
satisfying
∂(x)
x′ = xx′x−1, for all x, x′ ∈ X
and
∂(gx) = g∂(x)g−1, for all g ∈ G, x ∈ X.
Let C be a pointed G-crossed braided category and let X be the group of isomorphism
classes of simple objects of G. Then (G, X) is crossed module. By Theorem 7.2 every
group-theoretical braided fusion category gives rise to a crossed module.
A construction of braided fusion categories from crossed modules was given by
Bantay in [Ba]. But a general problem of classifying pointed G-crossed categories in
terms of group cohomology seems to be quite complicated, see [M4, 4.9].
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